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The London Chapter, OAS: The First Thirty Years
James R. Keron
With the focus of archaeology on the past, one would have thought that we might have been a
little more aware of our own past. However the 25th anniversary of the founding of the London
Chapter of the Ontario Archaeological Society (OAS) came and went without any marking of the
occasion. The 30th may have suffered the same fate but for Dr. Holly Martelle, the OAS
president in 2006, who realized that the occasion was upon us and prodded us to action. Research
in the London Chapter archives led to the discovery that the first meeting indeed had been in
February of 1977. Accordingly, a celebration was arranged for the monthly February meeting at
the Museum of Ontario Archaeology. Lest we be accused of having no historical interests, it
should be noted that the first Occasional Publication was a tenth anniversary project and Bob
Pearce wrote the first history of the Chapter, which was published in Kewa 87-4. Also in 1997 a
celebration consuming cake and refreshments was held at the regular March meeting to
recognize the 20th anniversary of Kewa (but not the Chapter).
This paper documents the achievements of the London Chapter of the OAS over those thirty
years, and is an expanded version of a presentation given at the banquet we held to celebrate our
30th anniversary last February. Over the last thirty years, two of the institutions closely involved
with the London Chapter have undergone several name changes. What is now called the Museum
of Ontario Archaeology was formerly called the London Museum of Archaeology and before that
the Museum of Indian Archaeology. For the purposes of clarity in the following text this
institution will simply be referred to as the "Museum" except for referenced publications since
no other museums are mentioned. Similarly, what was called the Ministry of Culture and
Recreation in 1977 has been renamed several times so that it is now the Ministry of Culture. This
institution will be simply called the "Ministry."
London Chapter: The Formative Period (1977-1981)
In late 1976 a letter was sent to the OAS by Bill Fox, Mike Spence and Bill Donaldson
requesting authorization to start the London Chapter. This request was approved and an interim
committee was formed consisting of Ron Williamson, Bill Fox, George Connoy and Arlene
Yaworsky that organized Chapter activities and meetings until the first executive was elected
later in 1977. The first meeting was held February 19th, 1977 in the University Community
Centre (currently famous for salmonella culture research) at the University of Western Ontario
(UWO) and was devoted to organizational issues and Chapter direction. It should be noted that
there had been a previous group in the London area who called themselves the "Archaeological
Society of Southwestern Ontario" but who had disbanded prior to the start of the London
Chapter. This group was in no way ancestral to the London Chapter. The organizing group and
the first executive were OAS members and had not belonged to the "Southwestern Ontario"
group. We did pick up a couple of members from that group, but that was about the only link.
From the initial meeting, things fell rapidly into place. The second Thursday of the month was
adopted as the official meeting date, September through May and the first issue of our Chapter
newsletter, Kewa (77-1), was issued in early March 1977. This first issue, now a highly sought-

after collectors' item (even Chris Ellis does not have one), announced the March 10 speaker
night with Dr. William Finlayson speaking on "his archaeological investigations of the Saugeen
culture in Southwestern Ontario" (Kewa 77-1:1). This meeting was held in Talbot College at the
UWO. The rest of that issue included the definition of a three-position executive (President, Vice
President and Secretary/Treasurer) with their roles and responsibilities. At the time there were
twenty-six members and one institution. Earlier a questionnaire on Chapter members interest and
skills had been issued and the results were reported as follows
Of the 31 people who took time to fill out our questionnaire, 21 (68%) expressed an
interest in active involvement in ongoing field work. Eight of the remaining 10 are or
will be licensed for projects this summer as part of private or institutional research
programs. All in all, we seem to be an active group! Our interests span three
continents and, in southwestern Ontario, cover Native activities from Palaeo-Indian
to Historic times. Technical expertise includes artistic ability; heavy equipment
operation; geological, engineering, drafting and cataloguing training, and two
members with aircraft pilot licenses. In addition, we have enough experienced
photographers (16) to start a photographic club if we cannot generate enough interest
in archaeology! (Kewa 77-1:4)
The next issue of Kewa contained the first financial report showing a balance of $91.68 and
published the first membership list (Kewa 77-2:7) showing 31 members and two institutions. The
names that are shown in bold in Table 1 were still active members as of Dec 2006 (and perhaps
this list will encourage those founding members like Ron Williamson and Brian Deller, whose
membership has lapsed, to renew!).
Table 1: Founding Members List
Bob Calvert
D Carey
George Connoy
M Cooper
D Crundwell
Brian Deller
P Denson
PDick
Sociology Dept,
University of Windsor

Bill Donaldson
Bill Finlayson
Bill Fox
P Hamalainen
G Hulme
Janet Hunten
R Jones
Jim Keron
Longwoods
Conservation Area

Larry Messenger
Norah Me William
Charlie Nixon
L Nixon
LRapp
Peter Reid
W Sangster
Mike Spence

C Spoerel
Murray Tuck
Ronald White
Ron Williamson
JWood
Stan Wortner
M Wright

By May of 1977 the first executive was announced (Kewa 77-3:2-3). This group included
Charlie Nixon as the President, Norah McWilliam as Vice President and George Connoy as
Secretary/Treasurer and this issue includes a short biography of each. This energetic and capable
executive set the direction and tone for the Chapter that has continued ever since. During the
formative period, monthly executive meetings were established and Kewa 77-8 reports that the
November executive meeting was three hours in duration! Given recent history, it is interesting
to note that one of the topics of discussion at this meeting was the "relationship to the parent
(Toronto) organization." It is certainly good to know that in this world of change some things are

constant. What followed that year was the first Chapter picnic at the Longwoods Conservation
area on July 16, the first bus tour to Ohio on October 21-23 and the first Christmas party on
Saturday December 17 at the Ministry office at 55 Centre Street. Fortunately, Bill Fox saved a
number of pictures taken at this party and many of the founders can be seen in these pictures
(Figures 1 through 6).
Elsewhere (Martelle and
Keron 2006), I have noted
that when the original
Archaeological Conservation
Officer
Program
(ACOP), run by Bill Fox,
was in full operation, there
was never a clear delineation
between
that
program and the London
Chapter. Many of the
people participated in both
groups. Apparently the ties
were closer than I originally
thought, as Kewa 77-8:3
reports that the Chapter
Figure 1: The 1977 Christmas Party.
administered a provincial
Bill Fox (front right) Ron Williamson (left of Bill)
grant for expenses of ACOP
members. On the symbolic
side, Kewa 78-9 announced a "logo" contest for the Chapter. In due time, six entries were
received (Kewa 79-3:9) and a vote taken amongst Chapter members. Ian Kenyon was announced
as the winner with the now familiar banner stone encircled with the words "London Chapter
OAS" that still appears on the Kewa banner.
The year 1980 saw the Chapter
host its first OAS Symposium in
the Holiday Inn in downtown
London (now the Hilton). This
effort consumed a great deal of
energy but was a great success.
In 1981, a Chapter research
project was initiated with
excavations at the late precontact Neutral Harrietsville
village site. This project was
carried out under my license and
direction but with a lot of advice
and consultation with Bill Fox
who greatly encouraged the
project.
Figure 2: The 1977 Christmas Party.
Charlie and Kay Nixon (left)

Thus, by the end of the first five years of the Chapter, all of the various activities that have
characterized the Chapter ever since had been initiated excepting only the Occasional
Publication series. Even the Occasional Publications were conceived during this period, as the
idea to publish the papers from the 1980 OAS Symposium was strongly considered (Kewa 812:1).

Figure 3: The 1977 Christmas Party.
Norah Me William

Figure 4: The 1977 Christmas Party.
Stan Wortner

The Classic Period (1982 to Present)
Of course the period succeeding the "Formative" should properly be titled the "Classic."
However, it is difficult to draw boundaries in the succeeding 25 years and, of course, use of the
term "Classic" usually implies a succeeding "Post-Classic" decline that is not in evidence. In
describing the "Classic" period, I will abandon strict historical narrative since this might get a
little monotonous and examine each of the various institutions and activities that have made up
the London Chapter program over the years.
Monthly Speaker Nights
By far the longest running activity of the London Chapter has been the regular speaker nights. As
initially envisioned these would be held the second Thursday of the month from September to
May inclusive. The December meeting quickly turned into a Christmas party and the May
speaker night was dropped in 1999 as attendance was usually low and speaker availability was
difficult. Starting in 1998, the February meeting has been designated as "Members Night," where
three to four Chapter members give mostly short presentations on their research. This avoids
potential risks to meeting cancellations that might be caused by out-of-town speakers and bad
weather.

As noted above, the first speaker night was held in March of 1977 in the lounge at Talbot
College, UWO. In 1978, the speaker night location was moved to the Gallery of the Museum,
which was then housed in Somerville House, also at UWO. During the Museum relocation to the
current Attawandaron Road location, several meetings were held at the Ministry office at 55
Centre Street in the spring of 1981. The first meeting in the new Museum location was held in
September 1981. This location has continued to be the meeting venue with the exception of a
period between December 1992 and February of 1996 when meetings were held at Grosvenor
Lodge on Western Road, where the Chapter had established its office along with a number of
other local heritage and conservation groups.
Not surprisingly, the list of speakers over the years reads like a who's who of Ontario
archaeology. For a list of speakers during the first ten years see Pearce (1987). While the main
focus has been Ontario archaeology, we have frequently digressed to more remote areas of the
world with talks featuring warmer areas of the globe being especially popular in the middle of an
Ontario winter. The meeting format has stayed fairly constant over the years with an average
turnout of 15-20 people arriving anywhere up to 45 minutes early to socialize, consume juice
(originally coffee, but it was decided the caffeine was doing no one any good in the mid-1990s)
and cookies, and view the then-current Museum exhibits.
Publications
Kewa
One of the major hallmarks of the London Chapter has always been the newsletter. The name
"Kewa", meaning "Go back" in Ojibway (Kewa 77-1:2), was adopted as the name of the
newsletter as of the very first issue announcing the first speaker night in 1977. During the first
year of the Chapter it was essentially much like any other newsletter. However, with the first
issue of 1978, the first research article appears, Sub-Greywacke in Southwestern Ontario
Prehistory by William Fox. The inclusion of research articles in the newsletter was intended as a
vehicle to get results of archaeological research out in to the community quickly (see the
congratulatory email from Bill Fox in this issue). The content was not peer reviewed other than
by the editor, but a consistently high standard has been maintained over the years so much so that
the London Chapter has significantly benefited by having a mailing list that far exceeds locally
active members. Over the years, most people with an interest in Ontario archaeology have
maintained either a membership or a subscription to Kewa. As of the end of 2006 there were
approximately 274 research articles published and Kewa has been far and away the most
frequently cited newsletter within the OAS.
Two other features of Kewa have long outlived their original publication. The first of these is the
set of southwestern Ontario point types. Starting with the Saugeen Point in 1979 (Kewa 79-9)
and running intermittently until the mid 1990s, 26 different types have been defined from PaleoIndian to Late Woodland. Indeed the Paleo-Indian point types, Gainey, Barnes and Crowfield are
widely used in eastern North America today. In 1996 these types were scanned and made
available on the Internet through the London Chapter web site and are widely referenced from
there. In a conversation with a PhD student from McMaster University at the recent OAS
Symposium, she mentioned that this was the first place she looks when people bring projectile
points in for identification.

The other widely used feature in Kewa has been the 19th Century Notes that ran from 1980 to
1988 and were done by Tim and Ian Kenyon. Over these years there were 42 articles published.
These also were a single page write up accompanied by very well done drawings of the items
being described. The content was focused on 19th century European artifacts commonly
encountered on archaeological sites. Recently, Chris Ellis pulled out all of the original drawing
and created a cirlox bound booklet of all 19th Century Notes (even printed on the standard brown
paper that always characterized that Kewa feature!). It is currently available from the Chapter at
a very reasonable price (email cjellis@uwo.ca) and sells quite well to people from all over the
Northeast. When buyers receive a copy they often email Chris to comment on the high quality of
the drawings and the usefulness of the information -- a testament to this lasting contribution of
the Kenyons.
Far from being simple dry site reports, Kewa articles over the years have not shied away from
controversy. The earliest example of this occurred in 1980 when Bill Fox published "Pickering
Chronology - The Uncooperative Dates." This article poked holes in a growing trend by some
archaeologists to push the dates of the earliest sites of the Pickering Branch of the Early Ontario
Iroquoian Stage back further in time than the range envisioned by J. V. Wright (1966). Bill
simply concludes by noting that all of the "too early" rejected dates actually do fit quite nicely
into the original time frame proposed by Wright. Yet another controversy occurred in 1992 with
Bob Pearce (1992) rebutting and refuting almost every single point raised in the Bill Fitzgerald's
article (1992) on the little ice age and its impact on the Neutral.
More recently, in 1999, there was the spirited exchange between Dr. Chris Ellis (1999a, 1999b)
and Dr. J. V. Wright (1999) debating the issue of when is a Meadowood Point not a Meadowood
Point. Ellis' original article (1999a) was written in response to a somewhat surprising assertion
in volume two of Wright's Canadian Archaeology compendium (Wright 1999b) that
Meadowood Points in Ontario were being misidentified and that identifications of such points as
in Ellis et al. (1988) were based on faulty typology.
By far the single most labour intensive position within the Chapter is that of the Kewa editor.
Each issue takes a great deal of editing work and then when finally printed must be stuffed into
envelopes and mailed. In the early days, too, Bill Fox did not have the luxury of a computer to
produce issues. Rather, they were hand-written and then typed out by Ministry secretarial staff,
with photographs badly photocopied into issues. And of course, a typing error could only be
corrected by white out or re-typing. Many a month came with the dreaded typo being found just
as the newsletters were being stuffed. Neal Ferris recalls "apprenticing" on corrections that often
led to globs of white out on his hands and clothes!
As well, while the adoption of a computer in the production of Kewa in the mid 1980s was a
boon, those early computers were not the powerhouses of today (active memory of 512K and
floppy disks that crashed if more than 10 pages of text were saved on one!). There are likely still
holes in the walls of 55 Centre Street from fists being slammed as a result of one kind of
computer crash or another.

Perhaps the greatest saving grace to editors over the years, according to Neal Ferris, was when
editors no longer had to photocopy issues themselves, saving all that agony (not the page copied
out of context, again!) by taking the masters to a print shop!
Of course, in recent years the strange enigma is that it seems to be progressively harder to get
research articles submitted. Of course, this problem has been with us in some form, since the
beginning with Bill Fox threatening in the late 1970s to publish yet another lithic analysis if
articles were not submitted. But with the volume of CRM archaeology happening these days one
would think that there should not be a shortage of papers on Ontario archaeology.
The Chapter owes an enormous debt to the various editors of Kewa who have maintained a high
quality publication over the years. These are as follows.
Bill Fox
Neal Ferris
Pete Timmins and Christine Dodd
Christine Dodd and Chris Ellis

1977 to 1986
1986 to 1997 (approx)
1997 to 1998
1998 to present

An index of all the Kewa research articles, 19' Century Notes and the projectile point types is
available on the London Chapter Web site The most recently published index, by Neal Ferris,
can be found in Kewa 05-5/6.
Occasional Publications
As if editing and producing
Kewa were not enough, the
Chapter and generally the same
people also embarked on an
Occasional Publications series.
To date eight volumes have been
produced and a ninth is in the
editing and formatting stages
(Figure 5).
The first volume, published in
1986, was entitled Studies in
Southwestern Ontario Archaeology, and was edited by Bill
Fox (1986a). It was a tenth
anniversary project of the
Chapter and was essentially a
"Best of Kewa"
volume.
Initially, 58 Kewa papers were
selected for possible inclusion
and these were cut back to 35,
which were then sent on the

Figure 5: An almost complete collection of London Chapter
Publications

David Brose and Bruce Trigger who reviewed the material and recommended inclusion of 19 in
the volume. Bruce Trigger then wrote an introduction. This volume is out of print.
As if one volume was not enough to keep people busy, Occasional Publication No. 2 was also
released in 1986. This volume, also edited by Bill Fox (1986b), was entitled Archaeological
Consulting in Ontario: Papers of the London Conference. This conference brought together
Ministry staff and consulting archaeologists in the fall of 1985 to discuss a wide range of issues
facing consulting archaeology at that time. A number of papers were presented over two days
and a spirited round table discussion took place on Sunday morning. This volume includes
twelve of the papers presented at the conference.
The next volume to be published was in 1988 and it was actually numbered 6 in the series. There
were a number of reasons for this but most of them would fit nicely in Robert Burns famous
quotation from a poem called To a Mouse: "The best laid schemes o' mice an' men / Gang aft agley." In any event, this volume was edited by C.S. "Paddy" Reid (1988) and was entitled Boreal
Forest and Sub-Arctic Archaeology. It is, as described in the description on the London Chapter
web site, a "volume of contributed papers on various aspects of the prehistoric and historic
culture history of the eastern boreal forest and sub-arctic between Manitoba and Labrador." This
volume has long been out of print, although we still get requests for copies.
The year 1990 was a watershed in the publication series with the release of the major opus The
Archaeology of Southern Ontario to A.D. 1650, edited by Chris Ellis and Neal Ferris (1990).
This volume's publication was supported by grants from the Ontario Heritage Foundation and
the main body OAS, and contains a number of chapters written by various authors that cover all
of the major subdivisions, from Paleo-Indian up to early contact Iroquoian and Algonkian
groups. While I have not seen statistics to support it, I would venture that this volume is the
single most cited volume on Ontario archaeology and it certainly was a best seller having gone
through two printings totaling over 1700 copies. Although the volume is out of print, it can still
be obtained in CD format produced by Nick Adams. Demand for the original book remains high,
so much so that copies command prices of up to $150 through used booksellers (Chris Dalton:
personal communication).
The next volume in the series, No. 4, was issued in 1996. This book was written by Greg Curnoe
(1996) shortly before his untimely death and has forewords by Frank Davey and by Neal Ferris.
The following quotes from the London Chapter web site:
This volume represents a massive compilation undertaken by the late Canadian artist,
Greg Curnoe, of the First nations' leaders and individuals who negotiated and signed
the various land surrenders for southwestern Ontario, and shaped the 18th and 19th
century history of this region. Curnoe's exhaustive research of the primary
documents, local histories and Native oral traditions has led to the creation of a
manuscript which takes these individuals and the communities they represented from
the obscurity they had been relegated to by traditional Canadian history.
In 1997, Occasional Publication No 3, The Adder Orchard Site: Lithic Technology and Spatial
Organization in the Broadpoint Late Archaic was published. This volume, written by Jacqueline

Fisher (1997), describes the excavations and material recovered from the Late Archaic
Broadpoint Adder Orchard site near Thedford, Ontario.
This was followed quickly in 1998 by The Myers Road Site: Archaeology of the Early to Middle
Iroquoian Transition edited by Ron Williamson (1998), which was issued as Occasional
Publication No 7. This site, near Cambridge, was excavated by Archaeological Services
Incorporated and has several overlapping occupations from late Glen Meyer to Middleport.
The most recently published volume in the series is Occasional Publication No 8, Excavations at
the Caradoc Site (AfHj-104): A Late Paleoindian Ritual Artifact Deposit, by Chris Ellis and
Brian Deller (2002). It describes a unique and curious Paleoindian site west of London. Most
lithic artifacts recovered from this site were made of Michigan Bayport chert and were
intentionally broken.
Another volume, Occasional Publication No 9, is currently in the editing stages and will be a
series of papers delivered at the 2006 OAS Symposium session in honour of Mike Spence on his
retirement from UWO. As noted above, Mike was one of the charter members of the London
Chapter. This volume should be available in the first half of next year.
Fieldwork
Chapter members have always been actively
involved in fieldwork, both through their own
avocational and professional research as well as
supporting the fieldwork of others. There is a
rather hazy line between what actually constitutes
a Chapter project and when Chapter members are
simply aiding other Chapter members. As use of
the broader definition would make it very difficult
to document all research in which the Chapter has
been involved at some level, I have elected a more
bounded definition and focused on cases where the
Figure 6: Harrietsville 1981.
project was actually announced as a Chapter
Bob Clavert (left), George Connoy (right)
project and the work carried out under the license
of the Chapter member who was directing the project. Thus, for example, the Calvert Site
excavations in 1981 would not count as a Chapter project, while the Harrietsville excavations the
same year would. Another characteristic would be that the results of the fieldwork were
frequently published in Kewa. Artifacts so recovered were also usually washed and cataloged at
weekly lab night sessions that took place at 55 Centre Street.
Using the above definition, the first Chapter sponsored fieldwork would be the Harrietsville
project that took place from 1981 to 1983 inclusive (Figures 6 and 7). This site is a late precontact earthwork protected Neutral village of similar age to the Lawson site, located southwest
of London. During 1981, samples were excavated from two middens (see the picture of the
Nixons in Kewa 07-1) and two trenches were excavated in an attempt to locate the earthworks
and settlement patterns. In 1982 other priorities kept the work to collection of a controlled
surface pickup from one part of the site. In 1983 samples from one of the middens were
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excavated and more trenching was done. Results appeared in Kewa 83-3 and the faunal report in
Kewa 06-3. A summary will be included in the forthcoming Occasional Publication volume in
honour of Mike Spence. Field director was Jim Keron.

Figure 7: Excavations at Harrietsville 1983.
Rob Pihl (seen from side standing to left of screen), Mike Spence (working at the screen in plaid coat),
Cassandra Spence (right from Mike)

The next Chapter project was suggested by Bill Fox and occurred in 1982 and 1983. It consisted
of pedestrian survey around the Dorchester Swamp, southeast of London. A number of sites were
located. The most significant was the Dorchester Village Site (AfHg-24) a large middle
Iroquoian site on the outskirts of the village of Dorchester. This site was later documented and
the results can be found in Kewa 00-1/2. A Paleo-Indian site was also located and certainly the
most whimsical site was the Puff Site, so named by Chapter member Linda Gibbs as a plastic
dragon was recovered in a flake scatter. Jim Keron was again the field director.
In 1985 and 1986, the Chapter partnered with the Oneida First Nation to conduct a survey on the
reserve looking for both pre-contact and post-contact sites. This project was funded through a
SEED grant for the two years, which was used to hire a core group to do the survey; fully twothirds of these workers were Oneida students. In total, 250 hectares were surveyed and forty sites
and six find spots were registered. Chapter members also participated on a volunteer basis and an
excellent working relationship was established with the Oneida. Bob Mayer (1987) was the field
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director and documentation on the work can be found in Kewa 86-8, along with a special
publication volume, ONOYOTA'A:KA: People of the Standing Stone, produced by the Chapter in
1987.
In 1987 and 1988 Neal Ferris directed
excavations at the Van Bemmel Site
located near Chatham, an early Younge
phase Western Basin Tradition camp. The
site was surface-collected through a CSP,
and test pits and excavations ensued. In
addition to the Western Basin material, a
wide range of earlier material was
recovered. The results of this project are
reported in Kewa 89-6.
After the Chapter moved its office and
meeting facilities to Grosvener Lodge,
Tom
Arnold lead an assessment of the
Figure 8: The Edith Smith Site 2001.
Chris Ellis (hat on backward) directing students in an
grounds of the property in 1992 and 1993.
animated fashion to work harder despite the 39° C heat
This consisted of test-pitting at regular
intervals over the 3.5 acre grounds. The
results of this work can be found in Kewa 95-2. Material recovered was mostly 19th century
European material, however, one small pre-contact site was found on the front lawn; it contained
a few flakes and a piece of fire-cracked rock.

Figure 9: The Green Hill Site 2005.
Nancy Van Sas planting Genesee Points, Stan Wortner and Frank Wight.
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Chapter field work picked up again after the turn of the century (and the millennium). As his
interest in Paleo-Indian broadened to include other time periods, Chris Ellis commenced work on
the Archaic, supported not only by numerous Chapter members but also by students provided
through the Ministry's summer student work program, hi 2001, Chris and founding Chapter
member Stan Wortner (Ellis and Wortner 2003) conducted test excavations near Bothwell at the
Edith Smith site located on a bluff overlooking the Thames River (Figure 8). Over the course of
the hottest week of the year (30 +C) a number of test squares were excavated: they yielded
material from the Small Point Archaic and Early Woodland periods, as reported in Kewa 03-2.
Between 2003 and 2005, Chris conducted test excavations at the Green Hill Site located near
Thedford (Figure 9). The site was discovered by Brian Dellar when he uncovered a Late Archaic
Genesee point digging a fire pit! Although no further broadpoints were discovered, the presence
of a Small Point Archaic component was clearly established. In fact, the first Small Point in one
site area was discovered by Chris while cleaning up a balk in a square that someone else had
spent the entire previous day digging and finding nothing! While the site has not been featured in
Kewa as of yet, documentation and pictures can be found on Chris's web site at UWO.

Figure 10: The Davidson Site 2006.
A passel of current London Chapter members including from left to right, Chris (and Elise) Dalton, Bob
Pearce, Jim Keron, Darryl Dann and Nancy Van Sas.

In 2006, a week of test excavations on the Davidson Site, also near Thedford, was conducted
(Figure 10). This work revealed what so far appears to be a thick, single component, buried
broadpoint site. All test squares tested yielding diagnostic artifacts. It appears that a pre-contact
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flood event deposited close to 50 cm of overburden next to the river thereby protecting the
broadpoint deposits. Again, Chris was the field director and a brief write up can be found in
Kewa 06-7. He will be carrying out additional and more extensive work on this site over the next
two summers
Chapter Picnic/Archaeology
Day
One of the annual activities
that has been in place since
the founding of the London
Chapter has been the Chapter
picnic (Figure 11-13). This
event has been held at a
number of venues in the
London area, from the homes
of Chapter members to
various
public
parks.
Activities have been highly
varied ranging from formal
contests of hunting skills
Figure 11: The 1991 Picnic at the home of Raymond Crinklaw.
(atlatl throwing) to other
From the left Paul Lennox, Pat Weatherhead, Les Howard, Mahalia Rafek,
games - both ancient and
Christine White , Hani Mattila, Megan Cook's daughter, Megan Cook,
modern. Figure 11 shows the
Chris Ellis, Karen Mattila.
gathering of the clan at the
home of Raymond Crinklaw in 1991. By far the longest running tradition, besides good cheer
and company, has been atlatl throwing. This activity, first introduced by Charlie Nixon at the
1980 picnic, continues to this day. The following is quoted from Kewa (80-6:1-2) and describes
the 1980 picnic:
Despite the occasional drizzle, the 1980 picnic was the most successful yet. All in all
about 27 people attended the picnic held June 14th at Jim Keron 's house. In addition
to the diehard picnickers like George Connoy, Bob Calvert and Ed Nixon we
managed to attract some other OAS members such as Jack Redmond from Kitchener
and Stu Leslie from Hamilton.
The hit of the day proved to be Charlie Nixon's Artillery which consisted of atlatls,
darts and a set of five arrows all made without any historic period steel tools. In the
atlatl competition Stu Leslie appeared to be about to walk away with first prize when
his first shot cleared the fence and ended up in the next yard for a throw of about
140 feet. Unfortunately, he could not duplicate the effort.
Later when a target; a cardboard box, was introduced, Jim Keron was the first to hit
it, but the shot was disallowed as the dart was pointing backwards when it hit. The
eventual acknowledged winner was Rob Pihl who eventually won out over Bob
Mayer.
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Charlie's arrows, despite the fact that they were defiled by touching a modern
fiberglass bow, bore up well under the punishment inflicted by amateur hunters, only
one point was broken and the fletching stayed together.
The flint knapping (Bill Fox) demonstration was as popular as ever adding a few
more chipping stations to the Picnic Site. Some improvement was noted this year as
participants managed to produce a few crude points.
The barbecued pig (sometimes referred to as the pig cremation) turned out well
despite the fact that during the excitement of hunting cardboard boxes with an atlatl
the fire went out. Fortunately, this oversight was discovered in time to rekindle the
fire and finish the job.
Everyone is looking forward to next year for more fun and good times (Kewa 80-6:12).

Figure 12: Picnic/Archaeology Day at Longwoods 2007.
Clockwise from left, Chris Dalton, Clara Wortner, Karen Mattila, Darcy Fallen (attempting to make a point with
his t-shirt) and Chris Ellis.
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It may be the passage of time, but my recollections of the pig roast were not quite as glowing as
reported in Kewa. Certainly the fire did burn out; the supposed coals that were doing the cooking
turned out to be mostly ashes. As for the pig, the outside was black and the inside was red
verging on raw. A few brave souls consumed the blackened exterior. The Chapter may have been
caught in a conflict-of-interest situation here since the chief cook and the Kewa editor at the time
were one and the same. The remains were left with me and not having the nerve to cook them
further and consume the leftovers, I interred the partially cremated remains next to several of the
chipping stations. At some point I should register the "Picnic Site" lest any future CRJVI work
uncover chipping stations of exotic stone such as obsidian, English flint and Lebanese chertalong with a partially cremated pig interment.

Figure 13: Picnic/Archaeology Day at Longwoods 2007.
Artifact Identification: Holly Martelle identifying the stylistic differences between a
'63 to '75 Corvette (recall the Johnny Cash song) and a 1920s Grey Dort.

In the recent past the Chapter has been partnering with the Longwoods Conservation Area and
holding our picnic in conjunction with Archaeology Day (Figure 12). Chapter members Dr.
Chris Ellis and Jim Keron have been on hand to identify artifacts brought in by local people in a
sort of "Antiquities Road Show."
Bus Trips
About the only innovation to appear during the Formative period that has not continued is the
annual bus trip, formerly held most often during the fall of the year. The first of these took place
in October 1977. This tour included visits to numerous Ohio sites, including Fort Ancient, the
Serpent Mound, Mound City, Flint Ridge, the Newark Earthworks and the Upper Sundusky
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Mission to the Wyandots Museum. Cost for this trip in 1977 dollars was $55, an outrageous sum
at the time. Nonetheless, all the seats were sold out and the trip was accounted a success.
This success was followed in 1978 by a trip around Lake Huron, taking in the Ann Arbor
University Museum, Fort Michilimackinac, various sites in the Sault Ste Marie area, the Agawa
Bay pictographs and the Sheguiandah site. The 1979 trip circled Lake Ontario, spending most of
the time in New York State, stopping off at the Divers Lake quarries, the Lewiston Mounds, the
Museum of Anthropology, SUNY Buffalo, the Rochester Museum and Science Center, and the
New York State Museum in Albany. The return trip was through Ontario, with stops at Serpent
Mounds near Peterborough and the Peterborough Petroglyphs. A humorous cartoon drawn by
"Rood" (Rudy Fecteau) depicting the trip is found on the front page of Kewa 79-7.
In 1980, as the Chapter was hosting the OAS Symposium that fall, it was decided not to run a
bus tour since organizational energy was consumed by the Symposium. A return trip to Ohio was
contemplated for 1981 but seems to have been dropped, possibly due to a significant amount of
time being absorbed by both the Calvert site excavations and the Chapter excavations at the
Harrietsville site. In 1982, the Ohio trip was again planned and occurred. A detailed description
of this trip was written by Stewart Leslie and was published in Arch Notes (Leslie 1982).
In 1983 and 1984 plans were made for bus trips to Washington DC, but both of these trips were
canceled due to a lack of enough people signing up. The final London Chapter trip that I can
recall occurred in 1985. This trip included travel around Lake Huron, this time by pooling cars
and vans and camping along the way, near Tobermory and Chutes Provincial Park. The third
night was spent in a motel in Sault Ste Marie. Mike Gibbs (1985) wrote a detailed travelogue of
this adventure.
The bus trips were invariably enjoyed by the members who attended them. The locations visited
were interesting and greatly enhanced by the presence of like-minded individuals with extended
opportunities for heated discussions, card playing, sharing good cheer and general on going
kibitzing. But unfortunately changing priorities made them difficult to stage.
OAS Symposium Hosting
Over the years, the London Chapter has hosted the annual OAS Symposium five times, four of
these were in London and one was in Niagara Falls.
The first OAS Symposium hosted by the Chapter was in 1980. This event, the 7th annual
symposium of the Society, was held in the downtown Holiday Inn (later the Radisson and now
the Hilton) and the theme was "The Archaeology of the Lake Erie Basin." Kewa 80-7/8 records
that there were 175 paid attendees for the Symposium. The banquet, featuring Dr. Charles
Cleland as the keynote speaker, drew 110 people.
In 1985 the Chapter again hosted the Symposium in the Hampton Court Motel on Wellington
Road South. The theme of this session was "The Archaeology of the Lake Huron Basin and
Georgian Bay." Kewa 86-5 records that attendance was 160 with 115 attending the banquet
(Figure 14). Chris Ellis recalls that the banquet speaker was Dr. Ronald Mason.
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Figure 14: The 1985 Symposium: Back row from left: Christine Dodd, Rob Pihl and Linda Gibbs.

The 1989 Symposium was split between the then Radisson Hotel and the Briarwood Inn across
the street. A wide variety of topics were covered in the numerous sessions. There were sessions
covering the Archaic; the Early and Middle Woodland; Studies in the Great Lakes; Ethnic
Osteology: Pioneer Cemeteries in Ontario; Native People in Archaeology: New Perspectives and
Old Issues; Recent Research in Northern Ontario; The Past, Present and Is there a Future for
Avocational Archaeology in Ontario; and Underwater Archaeology in the Great Lakes. In
addition, there was an open session. Kewa 89-6 puts the attendance at 200 people.
In 1993, the London Chapter hosted the Symposium but changed the venue. This time it was
held at the Sheraton Inn in Niagara Falls. Sessions included Historic Archaeology; Issues in
Middle Woodland Archaeology; Paleo-Indian Investigations in the Lower Great Lakes Region;
Biological Archaeology and Faunal Analysis; and Current Research in Ontario and Adjacent
States. No actual attendance figures are available but Kewa 93-6 notes that it "may well turn out
to be the best attended and most profitable of any OAS Symposium to date!" One can at least
partially attribute its success to the organizational skills of Neal Ferris, who headed the
organizing committee. The only real problem with attendance was at the banquet and dance,
which failed to compete with the final game of the World Series won by the Blue Jays. On the
other hand, because of the low attendance, Chris Ellis recalls he won one of the prize draws for a
beautiful souvenir pen with a Maid of the Mist that moves back and forth in the handle - that pen
is still prominently placed on his desk at the university.
In 2006, the OAS Symposium returned to London and was held in the Lamplighter Inn on
Wellington Road South. This symposium offered two concurrent sessions, the first in honor of
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Chapter charter member Mike Spence where a number of colleagues and former students
presented papers usually prefaced by alternating words of respect and classic "roasting." A
number of rather ancient pictures of Mike appeared at this session. The other session included
open papers. Attendance was just over 150 people, with 68 at the banquet.
Also of note with regard to symposiums would be the Chapter support of the Canadian
Archaeological Association meeting in London in 1992. Although organized outside the Chapter,
we did provide a significant amount of volunteer support that contributed greatly to the smooth
conduct and success of the meetings.
WWW Web Site
In 1996, the first web site was established by the Chapter. This site gave us an opportunity to
showcase our various publications as well as provide basic Chapter information on executive
members, dues and mailing address. One of the first items added to the web site was the
southwestern Ontario point types. A year or two afterwards, the point types were cited by the
Society for American Archaeology in their newsletter as an excellent example of what a local
archaeological society could accomplish. The presence of the point types on the web site has also
greatly increased the number of links to our site from other WWW sites. In addition, the Kewa
bibliography has been added and is kept up to date. Finally, a somewhat eclectic set of "Research
Tools" can be found. These include everything from a listing of the Chapter library (now merged
with the library of the Museum), data on fluted points and long house widths, the catalogue
codes used by the Museum and a set of information on mapping techniques, including a
spreadsheet that will turn transit readings into the Cartesian Co-ordinates preferred by most
computer mapping programs.
Chapter Office
For the first few
years, the Chapter
operated without an
official "office." In
June of 1987 (Kewa
86-9), a spare room
in 55 Centre Street
was made available
to the Chapter and
files, desk space and
the Chapter library
were set up there.
Changing Ministry
priorities
and
a
burgeoning Chapter
budget (due to sales
of the "green bible")
meant space could be
rented and the office

Figure 15: The Opening of Grosvenor Lodge, 1993.
From left Clara and Stan Wortner, Charlie Nixon, ??, Bob Calvert, Kay Nixon.
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was moved to 1265-2 Commissioners Road West in Bryon (Kewa 91-3). In 1992, as noted
earlier, the office was moved to Grosvener Lodge on Western Road where we joined with
several other environmental and heritage groups. Figure 15 shows several Chapter dignitaries at
the opening. However, by 1995, with shifting Government priorities, the rent at Grosvenor
Lodge doubled and we decided to move the office back to our old digs at 55 Centre Street (Kewa
95-8). Later, when the Ministry office moved to Highbury Avenue and disposed of the Centre
Street property, the Chapter files were moved to the back room at the Highbury address.
However, space there did not permit an office per se — so only our files and books were stored
there and the Chapter has continued since without an office. Most recently, our book inventory
has been moved to the Museum of Ontario Archaeology.
London Chapter Executive
Over the years, the Chapter has been fortunate to have a series of hard working dedicated people
assuming the various Executive positions. For the first three years, there were just three
executive positions with the position of Secretary and Treasurer being combined. This last
position was split in 1980 and in 1990, a new position, that of Director was added. Sine that date
there have been anywhere from one to four Directors in any given year. Looking through Table
2, the longest incumbent Executive in the same position was George Connoy who was the first
Treasurer and held the position until he passed away in 1990. George's detailed monthly
Treasurer's reports were always a highlight of monthly meetings. However, if we look at people
who have changed executive roles, Chris Ellis held executive positions in fifteen years and has
also been Kewa Co-Editor for the last ten years. Three different people, Neal Ferris, Pat
Weatherhead and Nancy Van Sas have served four consecutive terms as President with Nancy
poised to take the record if she can be convinced to run again in 2008.

Figure 16: The 1995 Volunteer awards.
Harri Mattila, Chris Ellis (when he could fit easily in his grey suit!), Pat Weatherhead and Neal Ferris.
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Table 2: London Chapter Executive
Year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

President
C Nixon
C Nixon
N McWilliam
J Keren
J Keron
J Keron
P Lennox
RPihl
RPihl
N Ferris
N Ferris
N Ferris
N Ferris
MCook
M Cook
P Weatherhead
P Weatherhead

Vice-President
N McWilliam
N McWilliam
R Fecteau
RPihl
RPihl
P Lennox
RPihl
D Smith
DSmith
L Gibbs
L Gibbs
L Gibbs
P Antone
P Weatherhead
P Weatherhead
C Ellis
C Ellis

Secretary
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
C Nixon
C Nixon
T Rowcliffe
T Rowcliffe
L Gibbs
L Gibbs
M Flanagan
R Pearce
MCook
R Pearce
L Sheridan
B Morrison
T Arnold
L Giese

Treasuer
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
G Connoy
M Rafek
H Mattila
H Mattila

1994

P Weatherhead

C Ellis

L Giese

H Mattila

1995

P Weatherhead

C Ellis

L Giese

H Mattila

1996

B Morrison

C Ellis

L Giese

H Mattila

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

B Morrison
C Ellis
C Ellis
C Nelson
C Nelson
J Keron

C Ellis
N Ferris
N Ferris
P O'Neal
P O'Neal
P O'Neal

K Mattila
K Mattila
K Mattila
K Mattila
K Mattila
L Giese

H Mattila
H Mattila
H Mattila
C Ellis
C Ellis
C Ellis

2003

J Keron

P O'Neal

L Giese

C Ellis

2004

N Van Sas

P O'Neal

L Giese

J Keron

2005
2006

N Van Sas
N Van Sas

P O'Neal
D Fallon

S Timmermans
S Timmermans

J Keron
J Keron

2007

N Van Sas

D Fallon

C Dalton

C Ellis

Directors

W Hagerty
T Arnold
L Giese, T Smith
B Morrison, K Mattila
B Morrison, K Mattila,
J Wilson, L Fluhrer
B Morrison, K Mattila,
J Wilson, L Fluhrer
K Mattila, L Fluhrer,
C Nelson
L Fluhrer,C Nelson
C Nelson
C Nelson
K Snarey, S Lancashire
K Snarey, S Lancashire
K Snarey, J Sherrat
K Snarey, D Fallon,
A Hill, H Martelle
D Fallon
S Timmermans
D Fallon, C Ellis
L Foreman, C Ellis
J Anderson, L Foreman
H Martelle

As a vehicle of recognition, long serving members of volunteer organizations can be nominated
for the award of a lapel pin recognizing various years of service (5, 10, 20 etc.). The Ministry
holds an awards ceremony in a place like London and awards pins to everyone from every
organization in the area who had been nominated by their respective volunteer organizations
ranging from the Girl Scouts to 4H Club volunteers. Over the years, a number of the executive
and other Chapter members have been so honoured. Kewa 87-4 notes that Bob Calvert, Jim
Keron and Charles Nixon received ten year pins and Mike and Linda Gibbs and Bob Mayer
received five year pins year pins and Kewa 87-5 has a picture of the recipients on the front page.
We were allotted only five nominations (apparently Mike and Linda count as one) and the
provincial OAS noticed the absence of George Connoy and nominated him from their list. In
1995, Harri Mattila, Chris Ellis, Pat Weatherhead and Neal Ferris received pins as well (see
Figure 16) at a ceremony held in Museum London. Chris and Neal were ten-year recipients. Pat
and Harri received five year pins. Chris notes that he also received a twenty-year pin in 2001 and
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that that may have been a little early thanks to liberal counting by those who nominated him.
Perhaps the wear and tear of his contributions over the years made him look as though he had
been around that long. Also, as a way of recognizing yeoman service over the years, Bill Fox and
Neal Ferris were voted honorary lifetime memberships by the Chapter.
Conclusions
Looking back on the last thirty years, the Chapter has certainly proved to be strong and
successful and has a right to be proud of its achievements. Chief among these is a publication
record that would be a credit to a much larger organization. Figure 5 shows the accumulation of
bound Kewa newsletters plus all but one of the Occasional Publications. Looking at the
Occasional Publications series, the Archaeology of Southern Ontario to A.D. 1650 may well be
the best selling book ever on Ontario archaeology. Publication of research articles in Kewa and
the quality of these papers has also substantially contributed to the official size of the Chapter's
membership with most of the mailings going to people well outside the London area. One can
hope members continue to submit articles in a timely manner to allow continued publication of
this great newsletter. Membership today costs 18.00$ - a real bargain considering that
membership in the London Chapter includes Speaker Night meetings and the Kewa newsletter.
Of course, none of this success would be possible without the dedicated work of a lot of people.
While many have contributed to the Chapter over the years in various ways, we have been
fortunate to have always had at least one individual who seems to have made the Chapter's
success a personal mission in life. In this category three individuals stand out well above all the
others, Bill Fox, Neal Ferris and Chris Ellis. Bill was the prime mover in starting the Chapter and
giving it the initial impetus although never holding any executive office other than Kewa Editor
(and writing half the issues!). As Bill moved to Toronto and was no longer around, Neal Ferris
stepped into the gap and through editing Kewa and performing a four year stint as President and
directing the Chapter excavations at Van Bemmel, kept the Chapter momentum going. Chris was
initially trapped into Chapter participation through straying too close to the black hole otherwise
known as the Archaeology of Southern Ontario book project and through Bill Fox pigeon-holing
him to write point type articles. Fortunately for us, he was subsequently hired by UWO and
moved to London where he has held executive positions since 1992. Chris is still co-editing
Kewa. He is also arranging speakers for Speaker Night (with help now from new UWO and
Museum colleague Neal Ferris!) in addition to being back in the Treasurer position this year. The
Chapter certainly owes a great deal to the dedication and talent of these people and would
certainly not be where it is today without them.
While it would be nice to conclude that the future is undoubtedly bright and prospects are
unlimited, I am not sure I can actually do that. We live in a changing world and archaeology is
certainly not immune from those changes. As noted at the 2007 annual general meeting of the
OAS, membership in the parent organization has been declining and the London Chapter
membership is subject to the same trend. The archaeology of Ontario no longer seems to be a
priority within the various universities in the province, and as Ontario archaeologists retire they
are being replaced by people specializing in more exotic areas of the world. Further the CRM
sector is now where most of archaeology takes place in the province and, while there are notable
exceptions, reporting within that sector seems to be primarily focused on getting enough done
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and accepted by the Ministry to get clearance on the next development. Certainly with all the
archaeology taking place in the province we should not be having a problem attracting research
articles and this problem is not unique to the London Chapter.
In any event, the London Chapter of the OAS has made substantial contributions to the
archaeology of Southern Ontario. While there are difficulties on the horizon, we are assuredly as
well placed as anyone to deal with them and continue to broaden our understanding of the past.
Post Script
Despite attempts to identify all people in the photographs included, our collective memories have
not been up to the task. Apologies are extended to anyone who has been left out. Also, if anyone
has any other Chapter pictures, I would be interested in getting a copy and perhaps we can build
a gallery on the web site where changes can be easily applied.
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Email from Bill Fox. For the 30th anniversary celebration
Please pass on my best regards to the membership at next Thursday's dinner. I wish that I could
be present to share in the celebration, as I am very proud of the Chapter's many
accomplishments. It is particularly gratifying that their newsletter, KEWA, continues to publish
timely research articles which are appreciated by the entire Ontario archaeological community
and beyond. That was the initial objective - rapid dissemination of research information - to the
annoyance of some of the older establishment. I did a quick count of articles published in KEWA
and ARCH NOTES from 1990-1999. To the credit of both, they published close to one hundred
research articles over this period: ARCH NOTES -101 and KEWA - 92. (There was some
difficulty in determining what would constitute a "research article" in the more eclectic ARCH
NOTES, and prolific writers like John Steckley substantially increased their count.)
As editor, I remember being reprimanded because none of our articles had been peer reviewed
(other than by the editor!). A year later, this individual asked if one of our articles could be
republished (with a less "tongue-in-cheek" title) in their refereed journal. I responded that the
title could not change and questioned who would review it - I was told that a review was
unnecessary! Bravo to the subsequent editors, who have maintained the life of the newsletter, at
no little effort! And, of course, the Occasional Publications series has been magnificent!
I could go on about the range of activities offered to members, particularly in the early years; but
will simply conclude be saying a heart-felt "CONGRATULATIONS" to the London Chapter on
their 30th year, and trust that there will be many more to come!
Bill
Editors Note: Incidentally the "unnamed" Kewa article that eventually was reprinted in OA in all
probability was "Was That Middleport Necked or Pound Oblique? A Study in Iroquoian Ceramic
Typology." It appeared in Kewa 84-3 and also in Ontario Archaeology No 42 (1984).

